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Abstract: The Fe(II) monosulfide mineral mackinawite (FeS) is an important phase in low-temperature
iron and sulfur cycles, yet it is challenging to characterize since it often occurs in X-ray amorphous or
nanoparticulate forms and is extremely sensitive to oxidation. Moreover, the electronic configuration
of iron in mackinawite is still under debate. Mössbauer spectroscopy has the potential to distinguish
mackinawite from other FeS phases and provide clarity on the electronic configuration, but conflicting
results have been reported. We therefore conducted a Mössbauer study at 5 K of five samples
of mackinawite synthesized through different pathways. Samples show two different Mössbauer
patterns: a singlet that remains unsplit at all temperatures studied, and a sextet with a hyperfine
magnetic field of 27(1) T at 5 K, or both. Our results suggest that the singlet corresponds to
stoichiometric mackinawite (FeS), while the sextet corresponds to mackinawite with excess S (FeS1+x).
Both phases show center shifts near 0.5 mm/s at 5 K. Coupled with observations from the literature,
our data support non-zero magnetic moments on iron atoms in both phases, with strong itinerant
spin fluctuations in stoichiometric FeS. Our results provide a clear approach for the identification of
mackinawite in both laboratory and natural environments.

Keywords: mackinawite; iron sulfide; lepidocrocite; polysulfide; Mössbauer spectroscopy; electronic
configuration; magnetic hyperfine field; quadrupole splitting; Debye model

1. Introduction

Iron(II) monosulfide, FeS, also known as the mineral mackinawite, is widespread in
low-temperature aqueous environments. As a metastable phase, it plays an important part in
pyrite formation pathways in soils and sediments, and hence participates in many (bio)geochemical
processes (e.g., [1] and references therein). Mackinawite has likely been present on Earth since the
Hadean eon [2] and might have played a role in the origin of life [3,4]. Industrially, it has potential
for microbial fuel cells [5] and exhibits the magnetic characteristics of isostructural high-temperature
Fe-based superconductors [6].

Despite its significance and although it has been studied for several decades, identification and
characterization of mackinawite using standard mineralogical tools remain challenging. Mackinawite
crystallizes in a tetragonal structure with space group P4/nmm where iron atoms occupy edge-shared
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tetrahedra that are arranged in layers [7], but amorphous and nanoparticulate forms have also
been identified, e.g., [8,9], that generally precede crystallization. Moreover, there are conflicting
conclusions regarding the electronic configuration of iron in mackinawite—either high-spin Fe(II),
e.g., [1,6], or low-spin Fe(II), e.g., [10–12]. 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, e.g., [13,14], probes hyperfine
interactions at the iron nucleus and does not require long-range ordering of the crystal structure.
It should therefore be well suited to the identification of mackinawite, for example, in natural anoxic
sediments, and the elucidation of its electronic configuration. However, Mössbauer spectra reported for
mackinawite vary significantly, from a singlet [12,15,16] to a sextet [17] to a singlet–sextet mixture [10]
to multiple sextets [18], and therefore this technique has not been used for identification.

Mössbauer data also conflict with calculated results on Fe spin states and the closely related
magnetic properties of mackinawite. Rickard and Luther [1] assign Fe to be high spin (HS) in
mackinawite, whereas Vaughan and Ridout [12] and Mullet and coauthors [10] designate it as low spin
(LS) based on Mössbauer observations. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have also led to
opposing conclusions with regard to the magnetic moment of Fe in mackinawite. While Devey and
coauthors [19] calculated a non-magnetic stable ground state, iron should have a substantial magnetic
moment according to Subedi and coauthors [20]. Unpaired electrons are necessary for a magnetic
moment to arise, and consideration of the accompanying spin is challenging with DFT [21]. Mössbauer
spectroscopy should be able to provide clarity, yet reported Mössbauer results are similarly confusing.
They show the absence of magnetic ordering even when samples are cooled down to below 4.2 K [12,15]
but also magnetic ordering already at room temperature [18], while Mullet and coauthors [10] observed
a mix of phases in spectra obtained at ~11 K with some showing magnetic ordering and others not.

In this study, we produced mackinawite through different formation pathways and characterized
run products using Mössbauer spectroscopy. The results allow us to (i) identify the Mössbauer spectral
pattern associated with mackinawite; (ii) explain differences in spectral patterns according to the
formation pathways; and (iii) elucidate the electronic configuration of iron in mackinawite based on
our results and those in the literature.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Synthesis

All sample synthesis and preparation took place in an anoxic glove box system with a working
atmosphere of N2 (99.99%) (Unilab Glovebox, M. Braun, and Jacomex Glovebox, Jacomex) because
of the sensitivity of mackinawite to oxygen. All solutions were prepared inside the glove box with
deionized water (18 MΩ) that had been purged with N2 for 1 h prior to transferring into the glove box.
All chemicals were analytical grade.

• Sample S1: filtered FeS precipitate from Fe(II) and S(-II) solutions

Reagent solutions were prepared in crimp bottles sealed with septa and aluminum caps.
The pre-weighed chemicals (FeCl2·4H2O and Na2S) were each dissolved in 100 mL deionized and
degassed water to obtain a Fe or S concentration of 2 mol·L−1. The Fe(II) solution was then slowly
injected into the S(-II) solution with a syringe until a small excess of sulfide of ca. 0.1 mol·L−1 was
left. A black precipitate appeared immediately. The solution in the crimp bottle was stirred gently
with a Teflon-coated magnetic stirring bar during the entire reaction. After all of the Fe(II) solution
had been injected, the precipitate was left in the bottle for at least another 24 h up to a maximum of
1 week. A sample was directly filtered from the suspension (Ø 13 mm, 0.45 µm, cellulose filter paper)
and measured immediately.

• Sample S2: freeze-dried FeS

A second sample was prepared following the procedure for sample S1. The black precipitate was
collected via centrifuging, decanting the supernatant, washing with deionized water, and centrifuging
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again. The final product was freeze-dried, stored in the sealed crimp vial under N2 atmosphere,
and measured after one month of storage.

• Sample S3a: FeS from interaction between Fe(III) and S(-II) with low Fe/S ratio

Preparation followed the experimental setup already described [17,22]. Briefly, 450 mL
S(-II) solution (approximately 8 mmol·L−1 Na2S solution) was adjusted to pH 7.0 by adding HCl
(c = 1 mol·L−1) in a closed reaction vessel. Subsequently, 50 mL of suspension containing a preselected
amount of synthetic lepidocrocite was added. The pH was kept constant at pH = 7.00 ± 0.05 with HCl
(c = 0.1 mol·L−1) using a pH-Stat device (Titrino, Metrohm). The suspension was gently stirred with a
Teflon-coated magnetic stirring bar during the entire experiment. The initial molar ratio of Fe/S was
adjusted to be “low” (Fe/S = 0.5) in order to obtain excess S(-II). The sample was taken by filtration
(Ø 13 mm, 0.45 µm, cellulose filter paper) after 72 h and measured immediately.

• Sample S3b: FeS from interaction between Fe(III) and S(-II) with high Fe/S ratio

A second sample was prepared following the procedure for sample S3a, except with an initial
“high” Fe/S molar ratio (Fe/S = 2.8) in order to obtain excess lepidocrocite after complete S(-II)
consumption. The sample was taken by filtration (Ø 13 mm, 0.45 µm, cellulose filter paper) after 3 h
and measured immediately.

• Sample 4: FeS from pure polysulfide solution

A polysulfide solution was prepared and equilibrated for 4 h after adding elemental sulfur
to a sulfide (0.1 M) solution obtained by dissolving Na2S in deionized water. The solution turned
from colorless to vivid yellow. Not all of the elemental sulfur was completely dissolved, but the
concentration of polysulfide was not measured. FeCl2 solution (0.1 M) was then added dropwise into
the filtered, vividly yellow polysulfide solution while the solution was slowly shaken. The polysulfide
solution was slightly in excess to FeCl2. A black precipitate formed immediately. After 5 days, 20 mL
of the suspension was collected and centrifuged. The supernatant was decanted, and the black residue
was dried under N2 flow in an airtight container outside the glove box.

• Sample 5: lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH)

Synthetic lepidocrocite was prepared after Schwertmann and Cornell [23] as previously described
in detail [22].

2.2. Mössbauer Spectroscopy

Filters with the solid fraction on top or freeze-dried powders were sealed between two layers of
Kapton tape inside the glove box after small amounts of excess liquid had been carefully removed.
The samples were placed in a sealed bottle to avoid contact with air during transportation from the
glove box to the Mössbauer spectrometer and were measured immediately. The sample chamber
of the Mössbauer spectrometer was pre-cooled to ~5 K and flushed with helium gas upon opening.
The sample was frozen immediately upon insertion into the cryostat, and the sample chamber was
sealed to be airtight and pumped to remove any air that might have entered the chamber. Mössbauer
spectra were collected with a WissEl or a SeeCo Mössbauer transmission spectrometer, using a 57Co
in Rh matrix γ-ray source mounted on a constant acceleration drive system. Samples were cooled in
either a Janis closed-cycle helium gas cryostat or a Janis continuous flow cryostat and measured at
~5 K. During measurement, the samples were kept in vacuum or in a low-pressure helium atmosphere
to avoid oxidation. The velocity scales were calibrated using α-Fe foil at room temperature. Spectral
fitting was carried out using Recoil software (University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada).
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2.3. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

A second synthesis of sample S1 was performed using the same procedure described above.
The sample was directly filtered from the suspension (Ø 13 mm, 0.45 µm, cellulose filter paper) and
allowed to dry within the glovebox overnight for 12 h. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
collected at the University of Edinburgh using a Bruker D8 Advance with a Sol-X Energy Dispersive
detector (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) with the sample contained in an X-ray transparent controlled
atmosphere holder. XRD patterns were collected using Cu Kα radiation without a monochromator
using scans between 10◦ and 70◦ 2θ. Mineral phases were identified using the International Center for
Diffraction Data (ICDD) Powder Diffraction File 2 (PDF-2) database and DIFFRACplus EVA v.2 software
from Bruker.

3. Results

Mössbauer spectra of sample S1 collected at 293 and 5 K show a singlet (Figure 1) with hyperfine
parameters given in Table 1. The XRD pattern (Figure 2) confirms mackinawite. A singlet also
appears with a similar center shift in the spectrum from sample S2 (Figure 3), but it is broader and
accompanied by a magnetic subspectrum that resembles the magnetic spectrum from samples 3a
and 4. The magnetic spectrum is broad and asymmetric, but nevertheless has the appearance of a
sextet. We fit the data using Voigt-based fitting (VBF) analysis which considers the broadening to arise
from Gaussian distributions of hyperfine parameters [24]. Correlations between hyperfine parameters
lead to asymmetric broadening, which is treated in the VBF model by a linear coupling parameter.
We obtained good fits to the broadened sextets using a single Gaussian component in the VBF model,
with fit parameters given in Table 1. The similarity between all average hyperfine parameter values
(center shift <CS>, quadrupole shift <ε>, and magnetic hyperfine field <B>) for all three sextets
in Figure 3 strongly suggests that they are associated with the same phase. Similar to the singlet,
variations in sextet linewidth are likely due to slight variations in next-nearest neighbor environments.
The average hyperfine magnetic field of this VBF sextet is 27(1) T at 5 K, so we will refer to it as the
27 T phase.
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Figure 1. Mössbauer spectra of sample S1 collected at (a) room temperature (293 K); and (b) 5 K.
Spectra were fit to a singlet with parameters given in Table 1. The fitted curve is shown in gray and the
residuals (difference between experimental data and calculated curve) are shown above the spectra.
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Table 1. Hyperfine parameters derived from fits to Mössbauer spectra.

Sample T χ2 Γ 1 <CS> 2 <ε> 3 or <∆EQ> 4 <B> 5 σB
6 δ0

7 δ1
7 ε0

8 ε1
8 Area 9 Phase 10

K mm/s mm/s mm/s T T mm/s mm/s %

S1 293 0.5 0.21(1) 0.37(1) 100 FeS mw
S1 5 0.5 0.23(1) 0.49(1) 100 FeS mw
S2 5 1.0 0.54(1) 0.51(1) 36(1) FeS mw

0.52(5) 0.05(2) 27.9(3) 0.3 0.2(2) 0.18(1) 0.54(12) 0.31(6) 64(1) FeSx mw
S3a 5 2.1 0.28(1) 0.47(3) 0.05(1) 27.3(1) 0.1 0.13(5) 0.18(3) 0.49(5) 0.29(3) 100 FeSx mw
S3a 77 0.7 0.29(2) 0.40(9) 0.04(1) 22.7(5) 4.7 0.29(4) 0.08(2) 0.02(4) 0.05(2) 28(5) FeSx mw

0.40(9) 0.04(1) 8.9(5) 3.5 0.29(4) 0.08(2) 0.02(4) 0.05(2) 72(5) FeSx mw
S3a 140 2.5 0.22(1) 0.42(3) 1.03(3) 0.25(2) 0.17(2) 100 FeSx mw
S3b 5 22 0.27(1) 0.44(6) 0.04(2) 27.0(5) 5.3 0.11(2) 0.18(1) 0.26(2) 0.16(1) 45(5) FeSx mw

0.49(2) 0.03(1) 44.1(1) 0.1 0.62(2) 0.042(6) 0.35(2) 0.11(1) 55(5) γ-FeOOH
S4 5 1.2 0.29(1) 0.47(2) 0.06(2) 27.6(5) 4.2 0.2(1) 0.14(7) 0.48(11) 0.29(6) 100 FeSx mw
S5 5 170 0.22(1) 0.49(1) 0.03(1) 44.0(1) 3.6 0.57(1) 0.03(1) 0.30(4) 0.09(1) 100 γ-FeOOH

1 global full width at half maximum, 2 center shift relative to α-Fe at room temperature, 3 quadrupole shift for magnetic site, 4 quadrupole splitting for non-magnetic site, 5 average
hyperfine magnetic field, 6 Gaussian width of hyperfine magnetic field distribution, 7 coupling parameters between center shift and hyperfine magnetic field for magnetic site or coupling
parameters between center shift and quadrupole splitting for non-magnetic site, 8 coupling parameters between quadrupole shift and hyperfine magnetic field, 9 relative area of component,
10 mw: mackinawite. All sextets were fit assuming component area ratios of 3:2:1:1:2:3 and the doublet was fit assuming a component area ratio of 1:1.
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mackinawite. Sodium chloride (blue vertical lines) is unwashed salt resulting from sample 
preparation and drying of the sample. Aluminum reflections (red vertical lines) stem from the sample 
holder. The spectrum is noisy because of Fe fluorescence and poor long-range ordering resulting from 
the small size of the crystals. Results demonstrate the need for other identification techniques such as 
Mössbauer spectroscopy. 
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Figure 2. XRD pattern of sample S1. Green vertical lines indicate those peaks resulting from
mackinawite. Sodium chloride (blue vertical lines) is unwashed salt resulting from sample preparation
and drying of the sample. Aluminum reflections (red vertical lines) stem from the sample holder.
The spectrum is noisy because of Fe fluorescence and poor long-range ordering resulting from the
small size of the crystals. Results demonstrate the need for other identification techniques such as
Mössbauer spectroscopy.
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Figure 3. Mössbauer spectra at 5 K of (a) sample S2, (b) sample S3a, and (c) sample S4. The upper
spectrum was fit to a singlet (blue) and a Voigt-based fitting (VBF) sextet (green), while the middle
and lower spectra were each fit to one VBF sextet. All three sextets have similar average hyperfine
parameters that are given in Table 1.
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The spectrum of pure lepidocrocite (sample S5) is a magnetic spectrum (Figure 4, bottom) that can
be fit to one VBF sextet with a magnetic hyperfine field of 44 T at 5 K (Table 1). The same 44 T sextet
appears in the spectrum of sample S3b, accompanied by a VBF sextet corresponding to the 27 T phase
(Figure 4, top).
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Figure 4. Mössbauer spectra at 5 K of (a) sample S3b, and (b) sample S5. The upper spectrum was fit to
a VBF sextet (green) assigned to the 27 T phase and a VBF sextet (red) assigned to lepidocrocite, while
the lower spectrum was fit to one VBF sextet assigned to lepidocrocite. Hyperfine parameters are given
in Table 1.

To investigate the 27 T phase further, we collected Mössbauer spectra of sample S3a at different
temperatures (Figure 5). The spectrum at 77 K is magnetic and can be fit to one VBF sextet with two
Gaussian hyperfine magnetic field distribution components (Figure 5, inset), while the spectrum at
140 K is paramagnetic. We fit the paramagnetic spectrum to one VBF quadrupole doublet, where the
asymmetry is accounted for by a correlation between the center shift and quadrupole splitting (Table 1).
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Figure 5. Mössbauer spectra of sample 3a at (a) 140 K, and (b) 77 K. The lower spectrum was fit
to one VBF sextet with two Gaussian distributions of hyperfine magnetic fields (inset), while the
upper spectrum was fit to one VBF doublet with one Gaussian distribution of quadrupole splitting.
The bimodal distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields at 140 K may indicate variations in magnetic
exchange between sites. Hyperfine parameters are given in Table 1.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Different Spectral Patterns and Implications for Structure and Transformation Processes

Our results suggest that both the singlet and the sextet (27 T phase) represent FeS identified as
mackinawite by other methods. The wet-filtered material (sample S1) was synthesized following a
protocol commonly used for FeS synthesis, e.g., [25], and Hellige and coauthors [26] and Peiffer and
coauthors [27] identified mackinawite on the basis of 5 Å d-spacings observed with transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) in experiments sulfidizing lepidocrocite that were identical to ours. Both spectral
patterns have been reported in the literature in connection with mackinawite. The single line is most
commonly observed, e.g., [10,12,15], while the six-line pattern with a 27 T magnetic field has also been
observed [17]. The 27 T phase occurs in three of our samples that were derived from different starting
conditions and is therefore a reproducible spectral pattern.

How can two different spectral patterns arise for a single mineral? It is important to note that
the literature describing mackinawite refers to different forms of this mineral. Mackinawite is named
after its type location, the Mackinaw Mine (Snohomish county, Washington, DC, USA). Most of the
physical properties measured in mackinawite formed in magmatic environments. However, this type
of mackinawite tends to contain a significant portion of Ni, e.g., [28,29], and the relatively large crystals
are not necessarily representative of the nanoparticulate form found in anoxic sediments. In the
laboratory, mackinawite is precipitated as pure stoichiometric FeS from solutions containing dissolved
Fe(II) and sulfide. Fe(II) may be added as a salt or by oxidative dissolution of Fe metal. Similarly,
sulfide is added either as a salt or by bubbling H2S through the solution. Mackinawite precipitates
with particle sizes in the range of 2–10 nm, and grows by particle aggregation [30]. It is an often
transient mineral sensitive to oxidation and transforms into more stable iron sulfides, in particular
pyrite. The crystal structure of synthetic mackinawite has tetragonal symmetry (P4/nmm), where iron
occupies almost perfectly regular FeS4 tetrahedrons [7].

The formation pathways suggest that the single-line subspectrum represents pure mackinawite
with a 1:1 FeS stoichiometry, while the 27 T six-line subspectrum represents mackinawite with a
different stoichiometry. The single-line subspectrum is remarkable for its lack of quadrupole splitting,
which is consistent with a spherically symmetric electron shell such as for an undistorted tetrahedral
coordination environment.

This symmetry appears to be broken in the case of the 27 T six-line pattern, which not only
reveals a significant quadrupole shift but also magnetic ordering. We will discuss the significance of
magnetic ordering further below. Candidates for breaking the symmetry/distorting the coordination
environment are O(-II) or polysulfides substituting for S(-II), Fe(III) substituting for Fe(II), Fe deficiency,
and/or a restructuring of the crystal lattice as an onset of mineral transformation. Oxygen may come
from the air during the freeze-drying process or from the sulfidized iron oxide. Polysulfides may
come from excess sulfide in solution reacting with elemental sulfur (generated via sulfide oxidation)
or from the reaction of Fe(III) with aqueous sulfide, forming S(0). Small amounts of Fe(III) may
have been introduced with Fe(II) salt during synthesis. Fe(III) may also result from oxidation or
may be incorporated from the sulfidized iron oxide. Indeed, Fe(III)-S and Fe(II)-O bonds as well as
polysulfides have been observed on the surface of freeze-dried mackinawite [10] and in connection
with mackinawite formed during sulfidation of iron oxyhydroxides [22].

Incorporation of some Fe(III) would create a mixed-valent sulfide similar to greigite, a mineral
characterized by its strong magnetic properties [31]. The Mössbauer parameters of greigite [32,33] are
not consistent with those observed here, but White and co-workers [4] suggested an Fe(III)-mackinawite
intermediate in the mackinawite–greigite transition. However, there is a line of evidence that indicates
that the 27 T six-line subspectrum observed repeatedly by us and reported by Wan and co-workers [17]
does not result from Fe(III) incorporation.

The 27 T six-line pattern occurs most prominently in the sulfidation of lepidocrocite at a low
Fe/S ratio (0.5) (Figure 3). In this experiment, the excess of sulfide dictates that all Fe is reduced
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to Fe(II). Wan and co-workers [22] confirmed this in a similar experiment using goethite instead of
lepidocrocite, where they observed the presence of polysulfides (S2(-II), Sn(-II)) and elemental sulfur
(S8) on mineral surfaces. Since mackinawite crystals grow by particle aggregation [30], incorporation of
polysulfides and elemental sulfur would lead to mackinawite with a slight excess in S. A deviation from
stoichiometry with less Fe than S has been shown to result in magnetic ordering [34]. A slight excess
of sulfide may also explain the occurrence of this six-line pattern upon freeze drying of precipitated
mackinawite. We tested this hypothesis by synthesizing mackinawite from a pure polysulfide solution.
The resulting Mössbauer spectrum (Figure 3, bottom) shows the same 27 T six-line pattern, and fitting
reveals that the hyperfine parameters are essentially the same (Table 1). We therefore assign the 27 T
sextet to FeS1+x.

The FeS1+x sextet is broad and asymmetric, indicating a variation in the Fe environment in the
crystal lattice. Such a variation would not be expected for pure tetragonal FeS without vacancies
or impurities, where all Fe positions would be equal, but is entirely consistent with mackinawite
incorporating polysulfides and elemental sulfur. The distribution of quadrupole splitting values that
causes asymmetric broadening in the 140 K spectrum is consistent with the distribution of hyperfine
magnetic fields in the magnetically ordered phase. However, we cannot entirely rule out quadrupole
asymmetry due to relaxation effects as in other magnetically ordered Fe(II) compounds such as
siderite [35] or the possibility of multiple iron environments in the paramagnetic phase.

4.2. Electronic Configuration of Iron in Mackinawite

After decades of research, details of the electronic configuration of mackinawite still remain
unclear (see Section 1). One of the most puzzling observations from previous Mössbauer
measurements [10,12,15] and the present study is the absence of magnetic ordering even at liquid
helium temperature. The single-line spectrum that we attributed to pure mackinawite with 1:1 FeS
stoichiometry as detailed above is observed over the entire temperature range from room temperature
to liquid helium conditions (Figure 1). A particle size effect, i.e., superparamagnetism resulting from
particle sizes in the nanometer range, can be excluded. Superparamagnetism can be lifted by cooling
mineral samples below their specific Curie or Neél temperatures (TC or TN, respectively) and/or by
applying an external magnetic field. Bertaut and co-workers [15] cooled their samples down to 1.7 K
and still did not observe magnetic ordering, and Vaughan and Ridout [12] applied an external magnetic
field at liquid helium temperature but also failed to observe any magnetic ordering. In addition,
the particles in which Mullet and co-workers [10] observed the single-line subspectrum were in the
micrometer range.

Magnetic ordering in the mineral structure would lead to splitting of the single line due to
the magnetic dipole interaction, for which (1) the nucleus must possess a magnetic dipole moment,
and (2) there must be a magnetic field present at the nucleus. Unpaired valence electrons in the
electron shell would produce a magnetic field below the magnetic ordering temperature (TC or TN).
The Mössbauer parameters constrain the spin state and therefore the presence or absence of unpaired
(paramagnetic) electrons.

The center shift (CS) is indicative of the Fe spin state (compare Figure 12.8 in [14], for example),
and its value at room temperature (Table 1) suggests either an LS state (S = 0) or an intermediate spin
(IS) state (S = 1). There are no unpaired electrons in the LS state of Fe2+, resulting in S = 0, whereas
there are two unpaired electrons in the IS state, resulting in S = 1 (Figure 6). A compound in an LS state
with S = 0 is diamagnetic, which is the case for pyrite, for example. The absence of magnetic ordering
in pure, stoichiometric mackinawite must stem from the absence of a magnetic field at the nucleus.
One possibility is that Fe is in the LS state; however, the tetrahedral coordination of iron in mackinawite
would suggest an IS state (Figure 6). A Jahn–Teller distortion could stabilize an S = 0 configuration,
while others have suggested that the lack of magnetic ordering arises from delocalization of d electrons
in the Fe–Fe plane [12] or strong itinerant spin fluctuations [6].
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The CS varies with temperature mainly according to the second-order Doppler shift (SOD).
Using the Debye model to describe the SOD, the temperature dependence of the center shift δ(T) can
be expressed as

δ(T) = δ0 −
9
2

kBT
mc

(
T

ΘM

)3 ∫ ΘM/T

0

x3

ex − 1
dx

where δ0 is the isomer shift at 0 K and ΘM is the Mössbauer Debye temperature, which are the only
two adjustable parameters [36], kB is the Boltzmann constant, m is the mass of the 57Fe nucleus, and c
is the velocity of light. A series approximation to the Debye integral simplifies the calculation [37].
We fit the temperature dependence of the center shifts of various iron sulfides (Figure 7) and the
parameters are given in Table 2. The presence of magnetic ordering in FeS1+x requires unpaired
spins; hence, we rule out an LS configuration for this phase. Since the center shifts of FeS1+x and
stoichiometric FeS are similar, there is unlikely to be a large change in electron density between the two
phases; hence, we rule out an LS configuration for stoichiometric FeS as well. Kwon and coauthors [6]
argued for strong itinerant spin fluctuations in stoichiometric mackinawite based on their observations
of magnetic exchange energy splitting coupled with strongly delocalized 3d electrons. Our results
support their conclusions and suggest that magnetic splitting in FeS1+x arises from a reduction in spin
fluctuations due to excess sulfur either in the structure or on the surface. The low center shifts of
stoichiometric FeS and FeS1+x compared to HS Fe2+ in FeS troilite (Figure 7) combined with the reduced
magnetic moment of stoichiometric FeS observed using photoemission spectroscopy [6] suggest an IS
electron configuration.
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Table 2. Debye model parameters for iron sulfides.

Phase
IS0

1 ΘM
2

Reference 3

mm/s K

stoichiometric FeS (singlet) 0.49(1) 422(50) this study
FeSx (27 T sextet) 0.47(3) 263(100) this study

FeS troilite 0.90(2) 358(50) [38]
FeS2 pyrite 0.42(2) 498(150) [39,40]

Fe3S4 greigite A site 0.37(2) 638(100) [41]
Fe3S4 greigite B site 0.72(2) 191(100) [41]

1 isomer shift at 0 K relative to α-Fe, 2 Mössbauer Debye temperature, 3 reference for center shift data.

4.3. Implications for Observing Mackinawite in the Environment

The Fe sulfide world is a world in flux. Many phases that form in low-temperature
environments, including mackinawite and greigite, are thermodynamically unstable with respect to
pyrite. These phases may participate in reactions that ultimately lead to pyrite formation, e.g., [9].
Temperature-dependent Mössbauer spectroscopy can help to identify the various mineral phases that
are involved. Our results suggest that a single-line pattern represents pure mackinawite synthesized
in the laboratory, but in natural environments, where impurities are more likely, the six-line pattern
presented here assigned to FeS1+x may instead be more prevalent. A mineral transformation series
may exist from pure mackinawite via FeS1+x to greigite. To shed more light on the structural stability
and electronic properties of mackinawite, it would be valuable to collect temperature-dependent
Mössbauer spectra of Ni-bearing mackinawite of magmatic origin, e.g., [28,29], and the cubic form of
FeS, e.g., [42,43].
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